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ABSTRACT  
 
Depth estimation has made great progress in the last few years due to its applications in robotics science 

and computer vision. Various methods have been implemented and enhanced to estimate the depth without 
flickers and missing holes. Despite this progress, it is still one of the main challenges for researchers, 

especially for the video applications which have more complexity of the neural network which af ects the 

run time. Moreover to use such input like monocular video for depth estimation is considered an attractive 

idea, particularly for hand-held devices such as mobile phones, they are very popular for capturing 

pictures and videos, in addition to having a limited amount of RAM. Here in this work, we focus on 

enhancing the existing consistent depth estimation for monocular videos approach to be with less usage of 

RAM and with using less number of parameters without having a significant reduction in the quality of the 

depth estimation.  
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1. INTRODUCTION  
 

Depth estimation of a monocular video presents an attractive point of research for computer 

vision, and is important for Robotics to provide the distance information needed for different 
applications ,3D reconstruction of scenes, augmented reality, and object detection. Nowadays, 

most of the research works are focusing on the unsupervised monocular depth estimation as most 

of the techniques produce a prediction of depth as a supervised problem and it requires a lot of 
ground truth depth data for training even for the depth estimation for a single image such as 

Eigen et al.[1,2] their technique as results have dense pixel depth estimation using a two deep 

neural network have trained on images and their corresponding depth values ,Karsch et al. [3] 

tried to have a consistent image predictions by taking a copy from the whole depth images from a 
training data set. The problem in that technique is that it requires the whole training set to be 

available at the test time. All previous methods and the other supervised methods require a high 

quality, pixel aligned,ground truth depth data at the training time. But here we perform our work 
using a single depth estimation network and apply it on the video frames but as an unsupervised 

method as it needs a stereo color image, instead of ground truth depth during the training time. 

The Deep3D network of Xie et al. [4] is an unsupervised technique aiming to produce the 
corresponding right view from an input as a left image to be the context of binocular pairs. The 

right image pixels as the results are a combination of the pixels on the same scan line from the 

left image which was the input, weighted by the probability of each disparity. The disadvantage 

of this technique is that increasing the number of disparity values leads to increase in memory 
consumption, which makes it difficult to apply on bigger data or bigger resolution.For depth 
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estimation from a video is a challenging problem recently because of moving objects and camera 
pose ,that’s why the video depth estimation technique suffering from poorly textured areas, 

occlusions and repetitive patterns. The existing techniques for that purpose rely on motion 

segmentation and explicit motion modeling for the moving objects like [5]; Moreover now the 

one of the easiest ways to capture a video is by hand held camera phones which leads to more 
challenges such as high noise level ,lightening ,motion blur and shaking that’s why the existing 

method produce some errors in the depth estimation such as missing regions which make some 

white holes in the depth,in addition to it’s consider as an inconsistent geometry depth and 
flickering depth such as in figure [1] ,we see there are some flickers in the first prediction of 

depth estimation and some missing holes in the second one,that’s why the geometrically 

consistent approaches have the best results and accurate ones but suffering from complexity and 
long test time as the The produced depth is flicker free and geometrically consistent throughout 

the input monocular video.For these reasons we have decided to enhance the Consistent Video 

Depth Estimation approach[6] by making that approach use less memory and lighter depth 

estimation network. 
 

 
 

Figure 1 : example of errors in the depth estimation such as flickers and missing holes. 

 

2. CONSISTENT VIDEO DEPTH ESTIMATION  
 

The Consistent Video Depth Estimation approach produces a single image depth estimation and 

further improves the geometric consistency values of the depth estimation on the videos. It 
contains two phases :  
 

2.1. Pre-Processing  
 

In that phase the approach performs a traditional Structure from Motion (SfM) reconstruction 

using the open source software COLMAP[7] and using Mask R CNN[8] to detect people 
segmentation and remove these regions to make it more reliable for keypoint extraction and 

matching.This phase is important to provide accurate intrinsic and extrinsic camera parameters in 

addition to a sparse point cloud reconstruction.  
 

2.2. Test-time Training  
 

In that phase what happens is that the approach takes two frames randomly and then have their 
depth images after processing them to a single depth estimation network and usually the results of 
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that network will have some flickers . Moreover , it calculate the camera pose using COLMAP[7] 
, then assume we have a point on an image then the approach will find the corresponding point in 

the other frame using Optical Flow and reproject the two point in a 3-D scene and here this 

process break down into two components, 1) reproject the a point to another camera and calculate 

the distance on image plane and 2) reproject a two points along the Z axis and compute the 
difference.Because of the depth is inconsistent there will be a distance between the two point in 

the 3-D scene which called geometric losses as Spatial Loss for distance between the two points 

in the screen space and Disparity Loss for the distance between the two points in the depth space. 
 

For these losses the depth is inconsistent so the approach takes the two losses and fine tune the 

initial single depth estimation network by back propagation at the test time for all pairs of 
frames.Finally the approach will estimate a sharper and geometric consistent depth which will be 

very accurate and better than before .  

 

2.3. Geometric Losses  
 

This approach has two geometric losses as the following if we assume we have a given frame 
pair(i,j) so: 

 

 
 

Where the flow displaced point is 𝑓 , the depth reprojected point . so the image space 𝑖→𝑗 (𝑥) 𝑝 

𝑖→𝑗 (𝑥) loss (1) indicates the distance in the image space between the flow displaced point and 

the depth reprojected point. 

 

 
 

Where 𝑢 is the frame’s focal length, the z components are scalar z components from a 3D point 

in the 𝑖 frame's camera coordinate system.  

 

The Total loss is a combination of both losses for all pixels: 
 

 
 

Where λ=0.1 is a balancing coefficient.  

 

2.4. Optimization  
 

That approach takes the geometric loss between the frames and fine-tunes the initial depth 
estimation network using the standard back propagation. Having the parameters of this network 

using a pre-trained network for depth estimation allows the approach to transfer the knowledge to 

produce the depth map on the images that are already considered as challenging for traditional 

geometric based reconstruction. This approach fine tune using 20 epochs for all experiments.  
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3. LIGHTWEIGHT NETWORK  
 
Recently, researchers in the deep neural networks field have achieved huge successes in many 

computer vision tasks. The high computational cost and large memory were problems for the 

applications on limited resources devices. To address these problems,a lot of deep neural network 

acceleration and compression methods have been made. Examples of these methods are the 
methods that adopt decomposition techniques to accelerate and compress the pre-trained model. 

Another Examples of these methods are the methods which have designed a single compact unit 

to stack their own networks. These methods are subject to complicated training processes, or lack 
of generality and extensibility. In this paper, we used an architecture that has recently been used 

as a lightweight network that can be run even on GPUs to reduce the amount of memory which 

the model was using.  

 
Nowadays there are some new lightweight networks for single image depth estimation , but only 

a few of the state of the art single image depth estimation networks fit the purpose which we 

need. Specifically, we chose the following available lightweight architectures: PyDNet [9],DSNet 
[22] and FastDepth [23]. We also include the MonoDepth2 [21].  

 

MonoDepth2 is an architecture that has a ResNet encoder made of 18 feature extraction layers, 
shrinking the input by the factor of .After that , the dense layers are replaced in favour of a 

decoder 1 132 module, able to restore the original input resolution and output an estimated depth 

map. At each level in the decoder, 3×3 convolutions with skip connections are performed, 

followed by a 3x3 convolution layer in charge of depth estimation. The resulting network can 
predict depths at different scales, counting almost 14 M parameters.  

 

FastDepth [23], this network can infer depth predictions at 178 fps with an NVIDIA JetsonTX2 
GPU. This notable speed is the result of design choices and optimization steps. Specifically, the 

encoder is a Mo-bileNet, thus suited for execution on embedded devices.The decoder consists of 

6 layers, each one with a depth-wise separable convolution, with skip connections starting from 
the encoder as in that case the features are combined with addition. However, it is worth 

observing that the highest frame rate previously reported is achievable only by exploiting both 

pruning[24] and hardware specific optimization techniques.  

 
DSNet [22] an ensemble of networks predicting not only the depth of the scene starting from a 

single view but also the semantic segmentation, cam-era intrinsic parameters and if two frames 

are provided, the optical flow. In the evaluation it should consider only the depth estimation 
network DSNet, inspired by PyDNet, which contains a feature extractor able to decrease the 

resolution by , 1 132 followed by 5 decoding layers able to infer depth predictions starting from 

the current features and previous depth estimate. In the original architecture, the last decoder also 

predicts per-pixel semantic labels through a dedicated layer, removed in this work. With this 
change, the network counts 1.91 M of parameters, 0.2 M fewer than the original model.  

 

3.1. PyD-Net 
 

It's a lightweight network called Pyramidal Depth Network (PyD-Net) [9] , when we train it in an 

unsupervised method, it represents a high accuracy in that field.  
 

If we compare that model after training to the others,this model is about 94% smaller as it can 

even work on CPUs without reducing the accuracy slightly,it requires limited resources 
only.Moreover, the PyD-Net can be deployed even on embedded devices, such as the 

RaspberryPi 3, allowing to have depth with low number of parameters using less than 150 MB 
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memory available at test time because the other approaches count a huge number of parameters 
and thus require a large amount of memory For Example with the VGG model [19], counts 31 

million parameters , however in the Pyd-net number of parameters reach to 2 Millions of 

parameters. Which makes Pyd-net more efficient for low power devices or CPUs.  

 
PyD-Net can run on any device including low power embedded platforms like the Raspberry Pi 

3.  

 
The PyD-Net architecture in Figure 2, as it contains a pyramid of features coming from the input 

image and at each level of that pyramid a network build depth. The features which they proceed 

are sampled to the upper level to refine the estimation,up to the highest one.  
 

3.2. Pyramidal Features Extractor  
 
It’s a small encoder made by [10], made of 12 convolutional layers. At full resolution, the first 

level of the pyramid is produced by the first layer by applying convolutions with stride 2 

followed by a second convolutional layer. By having the same technique for each level the 
resolution is reached to the lowest resolution at the highest level ,the total number of levels is 6 

levels, from L1 to L6, corresponding respectively to the image resolution from 1/2 to 1/64 of the 

original input size.  

 
Every down sampling module builds a number of extracted features, respectively 16, 32, 64, 96, 

128, and 192,and each convolutional layer deploys 3×3 kernels and is followed by a ReLU with 

α= 0.2.  
 

3.3. Depth Decoders and Upsampling  
 
There is a decoder at the highest level of the pyramid, the decoder made of 4 convolutional 

layers, producing respectively 96, 64, 32 and 8 feature maps.  

 
This decoder has two purposes: 1) to produce a depth map at the current resolution, by means of 

sigmoid operator, and 2) to pass the features which processing to the next level in the pyramid, by 

means of a 2×2 deconvolution with stride 2 which increases by a factor 2 the spatial resolution. 

The next level matches the features extracted from the input frame with the features which are 
sampled and processes them with a new decoder, repeating this procedure up to the highest 

resolution level.  

 
Each convolutional layer uses 3×3 kernels, leaky ReLU activations, just the last one followed by 

a Sigmoid activation for normalizing the outputs. This design makes at each scale the PyD-Net to 

learn to produce depth at full resolution. 
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Figure 2 . Pydnet architecture 

 

4. MONODEPTH  

 
A new training method made by C. Godard, O. Mac Aodha, and G. J. Brostow[11] for enabling 

the convolutional neural network to learn to make a single image depth estimation , with the 

absence of ground truth depth data. A novel framework for accurate and unsupervised monocular 
depth estimation with limited resource requirements enabling such tasks even on CPUs of low 

power devices. Using the epipolar geometry constraints, the method generates disparity images 

by training the network with an image reconstruction loss. That is why it is considered as a new 
training loss which enforces consistency between the disparities estimated according to the left 

and right images, which leads to to improve the performance and robustness compared to the 

existing techniques. This method has state of the art results for monocular depth estimation when 

it is trained on the KITTI driving dataset, and even better than the supervised methods which 
have been trained on ground truth depth.  

 

4.1. Sampling Strategie  
 

Sampling strategies for backward mapping as in figure [3] here which originally in [11]. With 

naive sampling the CNN generates a disparity map of the right image from the left image and the 
disparity map aligned with the right image which is the target. 
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Figure 3 

 

But the output should be the disparity map of the left image which considered as the input 

therefore the network has to sample it from the right image that’s why the second strategy which 
is No LR is to train the network to produce the left view from the right image and creating a 

disparity map aligned to left view but at that strategy there are some errors like exhibit ‘texture-

copy’ artifacts at depth discontinuities and as a solution for that the approach has to be trained to 
produce disparity maps for both right and left views by sampling it from the opposite input 

image. It requires only one image during the test time as the left view but in training time needs 

the right view image too .Enforcing the consistency for both disparity maps like that leads to 
better accuracy.  

 

4.2. The Network Architecture  
 

The architecture here by Disp-Net [12], with some modifications to train with the absence of 

ground truth data .The network contains two main parts: an encoder and decoder . The decoder 

uses a technique called skip connections [13] from the encoder’s activation blocks,it helps for 
high resolution details.The output predictions contain four scales (disparity 4 to disparity 1); it is 

going to be doubled in spatial resolution at every subsequent scale. Moreover, it only takes a 

single image as input, the network produces two disparity maps at every output scale left to right 
and right to left.  

 

4.3. Training Loss  
 

The loss 𝐶s here calculated at each outer scale s, the 𝐶s has a three parts 

 

 
 

Where 𝐶 𝑎𝑝 to make the reconstructed image to similar to the corresponding training input image , 

𝐶𝑑𝑠 for the smooth disparities, and 𝐶lr  to make the produced left and right disparities consistency. 
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this equation (4) for reconstruction error calculating the difference between the original image 𝐼 
and the warped one𝐼 by using SSIM [14]. 
 

 
 

Equation (5) for disparity smoothness, it tries to make the disparities to be locally smooth on the 

disparity gradients ∂. 
 

 
 

Equation (6) represents the Left Right Disparity Consistency Loss as the approach trying to 

produce more accurate disparity maps, the training of the network to produce both the left and 

right image maps, however the only input is the left view to the network.  

 

At test time, the disparity for the left image 𝑑l , it has the same resolution as the input image. 

While estimating the right disparity 𝑑r during training, it is not used at test time. Using the 

camera baseline and focal length from the training set, the approach converts the disparity map to 
a depth map. 

 

5. EXPERIMENT  

 

We have proposed our problem statement into three phases 1) the model has higher accuracy and 
a higher geometric consistency than previous monocular depth methods but is very complex and 

deep. 
 

 2) The initial depth estimation network used a lot of memory at the test time so we decided to 
enhance that part.  
 

3) Choose a lightweight architecture for depth estimation network and train it using a suitable 

framework.  
 

Our experiment is to enhance Consistent Video Depth Estimation approach by changing the 

initial depth estimation for single image in that approach to be more lighter and use less memory, 

so we decided to use a lightweight architecture for network which we chose to be the Pyd-net 
architecture[9] as it has the ability to enable such an accurate and unsupervised monocular depth 

estimation with very limited resource requirements, but it needs a framework to train with, 

therefore we used Monodepth framework [11] for training as it has better results even than the 

supervised methods that have been trained with ground truth daat. After testing the pretrained 
network we succeeded to integrate the network in the Consistent Video Depth Estimation 

approach and run the model in test time and observe the fine tuning process as it used 20 epochs 

for fine tuning, then we evaluated the results, tested on hand-held videos and compared.  
 

5.1. Dataset  
 
KITTI dataset [15] as it has been recorded from a moving platform while driving in and around 

Karlsruhe, Germany. Using KITTI Split which contains contain 30,159 images almost 175 GB, 

we keep 29,000 for training and the rest for evaluation .we used unlabeled stereo pairs of images 

as according to the approach we are using for training, we need at the training phase to have right 
and left view, but in test time we need just one image . 
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Example from the KITTI dataset of a stereo image the upper one is right view and the  

below one is the left view 

 

5.2. Implementation  
 

We implemented all of our work in Pytorch [16] ,therefore we had to reimplement the whole 

architecture of Pydnet into Pytorch as it is official in tensorflow. We had to implement the 
framework of Monodepth in Pytorch and train it using a suitable dataset. We used the 

specifications of the Novosibirsk State University laboratory for training ,we used a GeForce 

GTX TITAN X GM200 as GPU, the training using 200 epochs with a batch size of 12 and using 
Adam optimizer [17] and the loss during training shown in figure [4]. 

 

 
 

Figure 4 .Train loss during training for200 epochs. 
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5.3. Evaluation Metrics  
 

To compare with the previous methods we have uses some of the evaluation metrics for 

comparison several errors from prior works such as [18] and we used these metrics: 
SQ_REL:Relative squared error, ABS_REL: Relative absolute error , RMSE: Root mean squared 

error of the inverse depth and RMSE (log).  

 

5.4. Results  
 

For the visual results we didn’t notice a significant difference between our results after the 
modification and the previous results even with our test videos which are shown in figure [5] 

with the video which the existing model was using and figure [6] with a video we have captured 

using our hand held cell phone. 
 

 
 

 
 

Figure 5 . a test video frames from the previous work , the upper frame and its depth is using the existing 

approach , the below frame and its depth is using the approach after enhancement. 
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Figure 6 . A test video frames and their depth, the video has been taken by us using our hand-held phone 

(Huawei ) with motions , the depth estimations have a good quality and without any missing holes,however 

the motions in the video and movements of the camera. 

 

Also we have tried to test with extreme motion frames as in that video frames the cell phone 

which had the camera was moving while the man who was capturing he was moving also , 

however it is one of the limitations in the main work already ,we can see it in figure [7]. 

 

 
 

Figure 7 . A test video frame and its depth, the video has been taken by us using our hand-held phone 

(Huawei ) with extreme motions. 

 

For Quantitative results we compared using the evaluations metrics between our modification and 

two from the previous models for depth estimation approaches ,shown in table [1]: 
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Table 1: comparison of depth Models which are all trained and evaluated on KittiRAW 

 

Model ABS_REL SQ_REL RMSE RMSE (log) 

Ours 0.149 1.250 5.464 0.228 

Monodepth2 0.132 1.042 5.138 0.210 

Fast depth 0.317 13.325 10.207 0.384 

 

We noticed that our modification has very close numbers to the Monodepth 2 [21] the better than 
fast depth [20] ,however it have a significant difference in the memory usage as we have done an 

experiment to compare the memory usage, we have noticed that Monodepth2 using 0.95 GB of 

memory at the test time and Monodepth without any modifications using 2.14 GB at test time, in 
the other hand our modification with Pyd-net uses less than 150 MB for all experiments. Which is 

considered as a one step to make the Consistent Video Depth Estimation faster and lighter so it 

can be applied on cell phones or low power devices. Moreover we observed the geometric loss 

during the test time in that approach after modifying it and we noticed that the geometric loss 
values before and after modifications were in the same range between 0.2 and 0.8, which means 

that the new initial depth network did not cause more geometric loss than before.  

 
The main result of this work is the development of the method for consistent depth estimation for 

monocular videos based in a light neural network of a special architecture.  

 
The performance computational experiments show the similarity in terms of numerical quality 

indicators of the proposed approach to the other known methods.At the same time, the 

requirements for RAM are significantly reduced and computational costs are reduced .  

 

6. CONCLUSION  
 

In this research, we have proposed a new modification for the Consistent Video Depth Estimation 

approach .A limiting factor in the development of this approach is the long term training of the 
neural network and the large amounts of the memory or RAM required , therefore we have 

reduced that amount by changing the initial depth estimation network for a single image in that 

approach with a new one enhanced by a lightweight architecture can be used for low power 

devices and mobile phones which is Pyd-net. After testing, the results showed that there is no 
significant difference in the depth quality, however there is a significant difference in the memory 

usage at the test time of the RAM. The future work is to try to focus more on the geometric 

consistency to make it less complex and lighter which can make the approach in future lighter to 
work on mobile phones or low power devices.  
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